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Abstract 

Ite a iscuss modeIs in which the temporal evolution of hadronic jets 

and the rapidity ordering of particles within jets are correlated. 

Ohservable effects on the particle average transverse momentum (energy-

and longitudinal momentum-dependence) characteristic of such models are 

pointed out. In particular, models in which, within jets, slow 

particles are produced first and fast particles come out last should 

exhibit the well known seagull effect, with <pT> rising, for fixed x, 

proportionately to the square root of the mean particle multiplicity. 

If, by analogy, the transverse momentum distributions of partons 

also exhibit such features,then we have a source of scaling violation 

in deep inelastic reactions that shows up at high energies rather than 

2 
at low energies, and a source for an energy and Q dependent <qT> 

in lepton pair production. 

*Supported in part by US-Israr?l Binational Science Foundation. 



1- Introduction 

The concept of jets has become an essential ingredient in the 

phenomenology of e e" annihilation into hadrons , deep inelastic 

lepto-production , and multi-particle production in hadron-hadron 

collisions (both for low transverse momentum particles and for events 

41 
with hadrons of exceptionally high transverse momenta "PT? 2 GeV) . 

Jets occurring in the various processes are "universal" '. They 

have bounded transverse momentum distributions (typically, <p > is 

around 300 MeV at least for the slow particles in a jet); similar 

longitudinal momentum distributions (which scale, at least 

approximately); and similar average particle multiplicities that 

depend basically on the available phase space (log s) and hardly depend 

on the identity of the colliding particles. 

'Ve do not have at hand as yet a theory that predicts all the 

features mentioned above, or at least correlates them all. Some 

attempts ' J have been made, trying to relate observed phenomena (all 

expressed in terms of momenta) to a possible picture of the space-time 

evolution of jets in high energy interactions within the framework 

some type of Quantum Chromodynamics ' (QCD). 

In this paper simple arguments are employed in order to indicate 

how in certain cases the temporal evolution of jets (i.e., the order in 

which p.ir tides are emitted) may affect the transverse momentum 

distribution of the produced particles in an observable manner. 

Vo begin with, we assume that the underlying thiory is QCD ' of 

coloured quarks and gluons; multi-particle emission is the means by 



which colour is prevented from escaping; p T distributions are bounded 

owing to the dependence of the coupling of virtual gluon emission on 

the virtual gluon mass : strong coupling for low masses and weak 

coupling for high masses. 

We shall frequently rely on the universality of jets, using specific 

phenomenological models for jets occurring in various processes in 

order to reach general conclusions. We shall also make use of the 

speculated analogy between the distribution of particles within jets 

and the distribution of partons within hadrons. 

In section 2 we briefly review some known arguments which indicate 

that within a jet <pT> should increase with the longitudinal momentum 

fraction x for small x, and decrease for large x. 

In section 3 we point out how such a structure may result from a 

particular space-time picture ^ in which small x particles are 

produced first, and large x ones come out last. That picture also 

implies that, for fixed x, < P T
> should rise with energy in proportion 

co the square root of the mean particle multiplicity (hence, 

<PT> « / logs for high s, fixed x). It also yields a simple 

explanation for the negative value of the neutron mean square charge 

radius. For the sake of comparison we study two other time-rapidity 

correlations. Scaling violations in deep inelastic reactions, and 

lepton pair production are affected. 

We conclude in Section 4 with a few comments and suggestions for 

experimental tests of the ideas discussed here. 
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2. Energy and Momentum Dependence of <p > - Old Arguments 

2.a. Small x - <pT> increases with x 

Here we rely on the conjectured analogy between particle-iets and 

parton "jets" (i.e., parton distribution within hadrons). In some 

versions ' of the parton model the distribution of a parton of type i 

within a high momentum (P) hadron h is given in terms of the parton 

propagator as: 

^ CX,PT) " ^PV? (2- : ) 

Here p i s the parton four-momentum, y - i t s mass, x- longitudinal 

momentum f rac t ion , and p_ - i t s t ransverse momentum. The power n is 

determined by dimensional counting rules ' . Regarding d, as the 

d i s t r i bu t i on function for the "fragmentation" of h into a partcn i 

and a missing mass M, we can write, for fixed 0 < x < 1, when 

/ p 2 , M « P, 

dj (x,PT) • 
p*+(l-x)u2+xM2-x(l-x)mjj 

(2.2) 

For small x, the small quark mass dominates and a small <pT> results. 

When x increases the missing mass M causes an increase in <pT>. 

Several authors have used this effect as an explanation for thf 

high average transverse momentum of massive lepton pairs produced in 

hadronic collisions at NAL energies '. Indeed, by replacing the 

fin principle) x-dependent missiig mass by an average M, a 
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reasonable fit to the lepton pair data is obtained with M > ̂ 2 GeV. 

Extrapolating the results to high x one finds that partons should 

assume high <p„> Cat least ^1.5 GeV for x near 1). Such an 

extrapolation is most probably dangerous for two reasons. First of 

all, the lepton pair data ' used in the analysis correspond to 

partons with o < x < .2. Moreover, for x near 1 th^ missing mass 

M should most probably decrease, otherwise the parton i becomes very 

off-mass-sheil, and dt of eq. (2.1) becomes negligible. It therefore 

seems that one can safely conclude only that for small x <p> should 

increase with x. 

If the parton-particle analogy is now employed, one is led to the 

conjecture that in hadronic jets <pT> should also increase with x 

for small x. 

2 b. Large x - <p-> decreases with x 

The trivial kinematical vanishing of ^ p ^ when x approaches 

unity occurs in a range 1- — R — ^ x < 1 (P is the total jet 

momentum); it can thus be pushed into a very narrow range near x = 1, 

by going to sufficiently high energies. For low energy it may, of 

course, affect a wider range of x, but we shall assume high energies 

to begin with, and not discuss this effect any further. 

121 
We now turn to the Regge-Mueller 'analysis of inclusive single 

particle spectra in hadronic collisions. The inclusive cross-section 

for the process a + b -*• c + (Missing mass - M) is given in the triple 

2 13) 
Regge region by (t is (p̂  - Pc) ) 
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do 

dtdM2 

a,(o)-2 a (o)-2a(t) 
G t) s (1-xl (2.3) 

where a.(a) is the leading trajectory in the bb (ac) channel, and 
2 At 

M = s(l-x). Typically, G(t)i< e . The power of 1-x induces a 

change in the slope of the t-distribution. The effective slope, 

A - 2o' log (1-x), increases when x increases towards 1 (or, when M 
14) decreases). This effect has indeed been observed in experiment '. 

Moreover, using duality (Finite mass sum-rules) ' one finds that the 

same should be true for the exclusive limit, when the missing mass M 

is finite and corresponds to various resonances. The t-slope decreases 

when heavier resonances are produced. This is also seen experi

mentally '. Using 

1 * K ' x ) C1"x) " x c2-4) 

we thus conclude that for x near 1 <p_> goes down with increasing x 

(in aii essentially energy independent manner). 

2. c Energy dependence of <p-> 

Th« typical energy dependence of <p > found in literature is a 
T 

2 
Q effect, expected in a certain realization of asymptotical.\y free 

gauge theories . In deep inelastic interactions one expects (both 

for partons inside hadtons, and for produced particles) 

d?T> 2 

dQ2 
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where g(Q ) is the gluon coupling constant, which typically decreases 

2 
like 1/log Q . The effect we shall later on Jiscuss is not of this 

type; it is a genuine energy effect - of <pT> rising with the overall 

energy for fixed x (in hadron-hadron reactions as well) much more 

2 
slowly then predicted by eq. (2.5). We mention the predicted Q 

effect mainly for the sake of comparison. Here <p_> increases almost 

linearly with Q a.id is a deep inelastic effect expected to be 

observed only in e e" annihilation, lepton hadron interactions and 

lepton pair production in hadron-hadron collisions. 

2 d. Seagulls ? 

If we accept the conclusions of Sections 2 a-b, we end up with a 

<p~> profile for particle jets which increases with x for x near 

zero, and decreases for large x. 

Such a phenomenon, coined the "seagull effect" is indeed observed 

in the fragmentation regions of both hadron-hadron collisions and deep 

inelasti*. lepto-production. For fixed x}<pT> seems to rise slowly 

2 
with energy in both types of processes, so that even if Q effects 

mentioned in Section 2 c exist in leptoproduction, there is also an 

energy effect. 

18 19) 
As suggested in a few works ' ', the effect Cat least the rise 

with x for small x) may partially arise from the two-step nature of 

the fragmentation process in both hadronic collisions and lepto

production. Therejthe observed p_ distribution results from a 

convolution of two unobserved distributions: that of the jet axis 
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with respect to the beam line, and that of particles relative to the 

jet axis. 

It therefore seems that the best place to study the effects 

discussed above is e e~ annihilation into hadrons. Until now, no 

structure of the type mentioned here has been detected in the analysis 

of e e~ data. In section 4 we shall indicate that this may be a 

combined effect of the relatively low energies involved and the 

method of analysis employed. 
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3. Space-Time Evolution and Transverse Momentum Structure of Jets. 

Recently Bjorken has proposed -an intuitive picture for the space-

time evolution of particle jets in which there is a correlation between 

the order in rapidity (or longitudinal momentum) and the order in time 

at which particles are produced. In the centre of mass frame the 

major contribution comes from the configuration in which low x , or 

low rapidity (central region) particles are produced first, and fast 

ones are produced later on. Such a picture emerges from one dimensional 

models . 

In this section we study the effect of such a correlation (and two 

other examples) on the transverse momentum structure of jets. 

3 a. e e" Annihilation 

We start with the simplest type of reaction -e o" annihilation 

into hadrons. The underlying process is depicted in Fig. 1. The e e" 

pair annihilates into a virtual photon of invariant mass »̂s* which 

later on decays into a qq pair. The quark and anti-quark start 

emitting low virtual-mass coloured gluons, uniformly distributed in 

rapidity. The gluons decay into qq pairs. These recombine into new 

•jjlour singlet pairs, as indicated in the figure. Let us first 

estimate tde average transverse momentum of gluons. 

We assume that at each emission step the quark (or anti-quark) and 

the gluon acquire an average transverse momentum p T relative to the 

quark (anti-quark) line of motion prior to the emission (see rig. 1). 

After n (uncorrelated) gluon emissions the average transverse momentum 

of the quark (relative to its original line of motion) is given by 
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« " ? > „ • » 4 <s-" 

st 
and the average transverse momentum of the n+1 gluon is, as trivial 

18) 
trigonometry shows ', 

< t? V l " "To * i+l)/„ * kT >n = "TO »-« 2Cn^/„ )- t s' 2 ) 

Here z f n + n / n *s tne »verage longitudinal momentum (or energy) 

fraction carried away by the n+1 gluon relative to quark momentum 

(energy) prior to the emission. For simplicity, we shall assume 

2 2 
z, ... to be a constant, to be denoted by <i > (from particle jets, 
<z >* ,01 - ,1). The subscript g means that this is z per gluon. 

In the transition from gluons to particles two complications arise. 

First, each gluon decays into a qq pair. Each of these carries half 

of the gluon average transverse momentum plus a finite mass correction 

due to the decay in the gluon rest fr&jr.e. For a q and q~ coming out 

of the n gluon in the chain each takes 

« P? >Jj ° r * - j O + < *g >0i-D) PTo • const. (3.2) 

The additive term is finite ( a fraction of the gluon virtual mass 

which is low). Now, a q and a q from adjacent gluons (e.g. m 

and n in the time ordering) combine into a colourless qq pair 

whose average transverse momentum is ((q,q)0 denotes a colour singlet): 
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< ?j > ^ n q 1 ° " pTo t ' + < zg > O n - 2 ) / 2 ] + const. (3.3) 

This might be the average transverse momentum of a physical p a r t i c l e , 

but for one further (possible) complication. In the parton model 

physical p a r t i c l e s are assumed to have a valence component plus a sea 

of qq p a i r s . Since here we have bare qq~ p a i r s , they have some 

probabi l i ty of decaying in to a few physical p a r t i c l e s . I t has been 

conjectured that tl.ese qq pa i r s are the "c lu s t e r s " of the mul t iper i -

20) — 

pheral model ( the i r rap id i ty extent being the maximal qq 

separation that does not necess i ta te the creation of addit ional qq" 

pa i r s by the colour confining i n t e r ac t i on ) . If they decay on the 

average into N p a r t i c l e s ( typ ica l ly , resonances of i» 1 GeV mass 

decay on the average into three p ions) , then the average transverse 

momentum per p a r t i c l e i s given by 

< PT > = Pro t 1 + < zl >&%2)- )/U * const . (3.4) 

All the addi t ive and mul t ip l ica t ive factors should not change our 

qua l i t a t ive conclusions concerning the x- and energy-dependence of 

<pT> at su f f i c ien t ly high energies . We therefore disregard them and 

t r ea t gluons as i f they were the observed p a r t i c l e s . We now study 

three dif ferent t ime-rapidi ty co r re l a t ions . 
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Slow first, fast last (iFFl.)^ 

The major contribution comes from configurations in which wee 

gluons come out first, and hence have a low < qT > equal to p T . 

Faster ones are emitted later and hence have a higher < q >. For a 

gluon with a finite momentum fraction x, still within the plateau 

(1/x region) the average number of gluons emitted before it is: 

j <n„Cs)> + b log x * j b log s»x + const. (3.5) 

Here b is the height of the gluon plateau, <n (s)> is the average 

gluon multiplicity at an energy s, and the factor j appears since 

half of the overall multiplicity partains to each jet. Logarithmic 

multiplicities are assumed. Using eq. (3.1) we obtain for the gluon 

average transverse momentum: 

/<qT
2>- PTo /l+Cy<ng(s)> + b log x ) <z2

g> 

small x 

= /log sx" + const. P T o / — 5 ^ — ' '3-6' 

The b log x term is only valid for x in the plateau (x < .2). 

Once x enters the fragmentation region (typically, two units of 

rapidity at the edge of the rapidity plot), the increase in <qT> may 

continue for a while but not according to the b log x term. For 

x > y the preceeding argument fails; kinematics start playing a role. 
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An x > ~ gluon is necessarily the fastest one. In the present model 

(SFFL) it is also the last to be emitted. The number of transverse 

kicks the parton has previously received is determined by the average 

multiplicity of gluons in the missing mass left behind, M (= s(l-x)). 

Ilence, for an x > j gluon. 

/«*\> (x > ±) = P T Q / (<ng(M
2)>- I <ng(s)>) <z2

g> • 1 

, /b<z'> 
/log s(l - xj^ • const. . V-rJ—f- C3.7) ''Tor 2 

Thus, for x > =-1the average gluon transverse momentum is expected to 

decrease with increasing x. This result: from the reduction in the 

overall multiplicity in events with high x particles. For x near 1 

2 
(with M still large) eq. (3.7) is not valid any more. <q~J' should go 

2 
down to a finite value ( •>> p_ ) in an x-dependent (but M independent) 

manner predicted for the Regge limit (see Section 2b). 

As mentioned earlier, the transition from gluons to particles 

affects our results by constant factors. Hence we summarize. At high 

energies the average particle transverse momentum <p > is expected to 

increase with x for small x and decrease with x for x > rr . The 
% 2 

overall height of <p_> is proportional to the square root of the 

mean particle multiplicity: 
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/leg s x • const. snail x 
<pT> « i , , 

/log s (1-x) • const x % •£ 

(3.8 

<p_> « / <n(s)> « /log s . (3.9) 
fixed x, s •* — 

One final remark on finite-energy effects. For sufficiently high 

s (log s » 1) the turning point in the <pT> vs. x curve is x = j 

(for x < •= < p_ >,increases with x, for x > -? , it decreases). At 

finite energies, the effect of the lowering of the missing mass 

(s-(l-x)) may start operating even at lower x, and the turning point 

may occur at some x < T. o 2 

model are shown in Fig. 2a. 

may occur at some x < j . The qualitative features of <pT> in this 

Fast first, slow last (FFSL). 

Assuming that the underlying mechanism is still that of Fig. 1 

with the time ordering reversed, we easily find the following 

predictions. For x > — ,* P T * is constant (y p_ ) independent of 

x and of energy (an x > j particle is emitted at the beginning of 

the time evolution and hence has a low <P T>). For finite x < y ,<PT> 

is only a function of x and increases towards x = 0. When x gets 

into the wee region (x < 1/ /s) the rise of <p_> stops at an energy 

dependent value proportional to /<n(s)> "v /logs . These 

qualitative features are shown in Fig. 2b. They should be typical for 
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Halving rapidity gaps ("Lion in the desert") 

Another model that has been discussed in literature "corresponds to 

the diagram shown in Fig. 3. Although it is not a favourable model 

(such diTo-ams turn out to be non-leading) we discuss it as an example 

of what < .as when some randomness is introduced in the time ordering 

of the emission process. 

Here, at first, one qq" pair is created in the centre. Later on, 

additional pairs are created in the middle of rapidity gaps between 

already existing adjacent quarks and anti-quarks. The process of 

halving rapidity gaps recurs until the whole available rapidity gap is 

uniformly populated with particles. Formally, p_ should oscillate 

rapidly as function of x (a gluon with x precisely at a half should 

have a small <qT* , gluons emitted nearby after a large number of 

halving steps should have a higher,energy dependent, <q_> ) . However, 

tho transition from gluons to particles, and the fact that measurements 

are only made in bins of x, cause a smearing such that <p > is 

independent of x for sufficiently high s. Because of the 

randomness introduced in the time ordering, the rise of <pT> with 

energy is appreciably slower than in the two models discussed earlier. 

The overall height of <p_> is determined by k, the total number of 

halving steps necessary to achieve a uniform rapidity population, k 

is determined by: 

a. i 
<n(s)> • 1 • 2 + ... + 2 
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Hence 

x = log <n(s)> / log 2 , (3.105 

and <p_> rises with energy accor "g to 

J<p~> « /log <n(s)> oc /log log s + const. (3.11) 

the qualitative features are shown in Fig. 2c. 

3 b. Lepto - Production 

The current fragmentation region of lepto-production processes in 

customarily described as a parton fragmentation phenomenon ' of the 

type assumed for e e" annihilation. Consequently, the p 

structure of particle jets is expected to be similar to that described 

in section 3a, with one additional complication: the fragmenting parton 

181 
result, the observed average p_ is expected to be 

<PT> observed ' ^ T V * in jet * 4 <]4 « » C3.12) 

Here Xp is the cm. momentum fraction carried by the observed hadron, 

and x is the momentum fraction of th~ fragmenting parton. As a 

result, <pT> depends on x„ due to two sources: the genuine x_ 

2 
dependence of <pT (x_)» . . t discussed at length in section 3a, 

and the kinematical variation through the x„ term. If we use the 
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parton-particle analogy mentioned so often in this paper, we may expect 

the parton <kT(x)> to have an x dependence similar to the xp depen-

dence of <PTCXp)
>. • t- Thus, a study of both the x and x_ 

dependence of <p T
> u J may teach us something about the structure 

of hadronic jets on the one hand, and the distribution of partons inside 

hadrons on the other hand, it is worth noting that the x and energy 

dependence of <p T
> are enhanced in comparison with e e~ annihilation. 

3 c. Hadronic collisions 

The situation here is even more complicated, since the fragmenting 

objects (single valence partons, or the valence component as a whole) 

do not have a fixed longitudinal momentum (in lepto-production the 

by 

19) 

2 
parton x can be fixed by q and v). The result for the fragmenta

tion region particles is 

T V = <PTCx )> + Xp< <ti(x)>/x2> (3.13) 
observed in jet 

2 2 
The second term in eq.(3.13) represents an average of <kT(x)>/x over 

the range xf ^ x < 1 (<kT(x)> is the average transverse momentum of the 

jtl axis, when the overall momentum of the jet is a fraction x of the 

incoming hadron momentum). Consequently, for small x 

<P TCx F)> o b s e r v e d will rise both due to the rise in <PT(xp)>ln ^^anddue 

to the second term (which is approximately quadratic for small x p ) . 

For large xf (Xp> j) the fragmenting parton x will tend to be 
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^observed ' ^ T ^ F ^ i e t + *$W> ^U~> 

Thus, as in lepto-production, the x_ and energy effect is enhanced. 

3 d. The neutron charge radius 

241 2 

The small negative squared charge radius of the neutron(<R >) 

has been used in literature as a means for reaching conclusions about 

the transverse momentum structure of partcn distributions within 

hadrons ' . With our present understanding of the relation between 

transverse momentum spectra and the space-time evolution of jets we 

would like to address the same problem. Let us start by cautioning 
1 

that the smallness of <R > means that it may very well be due to any 

slight fluctuations in the parton distributions. However, if we seek 

a physical origin to this piece of information, we think that the 

natural explanation is in terms of the correlation between the time 

ordering and the rapidity ordering of particles in jets. 
2 SI In the parton model the charge radius of the neutron is given by 

<R2>n = /dxd
2b • b 2 (IVcx.b) - \ vu (x,b)) (3.15) 

Here v (x,b) is the distribution of a valence parton of type i inside 

a proton, as function of its longitudinal momentum fraction x, and impact 

parameter b. 

Since v_ is normalized to one valence d-quark and v - to two 
P P 

valence u-quarks, we may write 
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<R\ = l C < b 2 > p " < f a 2 > p > C3'16) 

where <b > is the average impact parameter squared per one partem 
2 

of type i . Since <R > is negat ive, one concludes 

< b V < <b2>« . (3.17) 

Assuming that all disbributions involved are smooth and regular, Dae 

may conclude that the average transverse momenta satisfy: 

^ p » «Q • <3-18) 

2 

Notice that <k^> here is an average not only over the It-

distribution but over the x distribution as well. If the correlation 

between the time evolution and rapidity ordering is weak then, as the 

"Lion in the desert" model of section 3a snows, the averages < K
T> 

and <1<T>'" should be independent of x and hence the x-integrated 

inequality (3.18) necessarily implies a similar inequality at every 

•.•glue of x. If, on the other hand, there is a strong correlation 

between the time evolution and rapidity ordering (of either SFFL 

or FFSL types, see section 3a), then as functions of x <kT> 

will tend to be large for medium (SFFL) or low x (FFSL) and small, for 

large x(x>y). Empirically, it has been found that at largtt x the 

d-quark distribution is damped compared to the u-quark distribution, 

while at small and medium x v • 2v holds to a good approximation. 
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Consequently, the x-integrated average <kT> will give a 

relatively larger weight to the region of low and medium x in 

comparison to the x-integrated <xT> • Hence relation (3.18) follows 

naturally even if the d-ouark and u-quark have approximately the same 

p_ distributions. 

3 e. Mass dependence of t-slopes 

If the hadronic process a + b •*• c + (Missing mass-M) is viewed as 

a two-body process, than in addition to the decrease in the slope of 

jnr as the mass M increases in the Regge region x •* 1, (see section 

2 
2b) we now have predictions for the t-slope at finite x (i.e., M 

of the same order of magnitude as s ) . 

In models with weak time-rapidity correlation the slope will only 

change with the overall energy, and not with the missing mass (or x). 

In the Fast first, slow last (FFSL) model, as long as x is 

bigger than =- the slope will not change with x and hence will not 

depend on the missing mass. 

The only model that seems to be in accord with data and theoretical 

prediction (Regge-Mueller limit) is the slow first, fast last (SRFL) 

2 
model. Here, the t-slope varies essentially as log M , and hence, 

the average transverse momentum of the aggregate of particles 

constituting the missing mass will grow essentially as the square root 

of the mean particle multiplicity in the missing mass. Such a predict-

27) 
ion has been recently proposed based on simple statistical arguments . 
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3. f The transverse momentum of massive lepton pairs 

As mentioned in section 2, the high average transverse momentum 

<qT> of massive lepton pairs produced in high energy hadronic collisions ' 

has been used as an argument in favour of parton models in which the 

9) 
parton <k_> increases with its x , at least for small x. Some 

171 2 

authors maintain , on the other hand, that this effect is a q -effect 

typical to asymptotically free gauge theories. Since in deep inelastic 

lepto-production the produced particles <P T
> is hardly dependent on the 

2 
virtual current q , the latter explanation cannot be the whole story. 

We now turn to our time-momentum correlation models, and see how they 

affect the lepton pair <qT> (Assuming an analogy between parton and 

particle jets). 

In view of the data ' it seems that the SFFL Model of section 3 

is favoured. Let us therefore state first the predictions for this 

model. 

Virtual pairs with zero longitudinal mom&ntum x-

Here, in the Drell-Yan model , the quark and the anti quark 

have equal momentum fractions 

*q = *q - «V/s = K (3.19) 

<qT> = <kT> • <kT>- _ (3.20) 

2 2 
For low x (< .2) both <kr> and <kT>- increase essentially 
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X = X_ • X-

y 2 2 2 

as log s-x , and hence, as log q . For higher x values (q /s > C-2) ) 

the increase should continue, and flatten off when x SS 1/2(3-= 1/4). 

2 2 
In principle, for higher q values (q /s > l/4)?<q > should 

decrease since now x > 1/2 (see Fig. 2a). However, this happens at 
2 

impracticably hi^h q , hence is not very useful experimentally. 
2 

In the FFSL Model, since low q pairs correspond to low 
2 2 

hence to high <1C> , <r\t> is expected to decrease when x 

increases (or, q increases). That seems to exclude this model as an 

explanation of the phenomenon under discussion. In the "Lion in the 

2 2 desert" model, <kT> and <kT
>r are essentially x independent, 

2 2 
hence <q_> will be essentially q independent. This again, seems 

to exclude this model. 

For pairs with non-zero longitudinal momentum fraction x_ we 

only state, therefore,predictions for the SFFL model. Here one has 

(1,2 are q,q or q.q) 

(3.21) 

2 
When x varies for fixed q /s , both x, and x, change ( one 

increasing, the other decreasing). This makes an analysis of eq. (3.20) 

difficult. It may therefore be of interest to vary x_ and q /s 

together in such a manner that either x, is fixed (for x_ > 01 or 

x, is fixed (for Xp < 0). Then one will be tracing the variation of 

xF + Af +1 

2 

- X p + /xF * 

I q 2 / s 

• 4 q 2 / s 
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<q2> = * T ( X ! ) > • <I'-TCX2)>- * Cq «- q) (3.22) 

as function of x . O O and if the SFFL model is correct, see a "seagull'.1 

2 
Namely <qT> varies with x as shown in Fig. 2a and rises with energy 

2 
rather than with q . 

3g. Scaling violations in deep inelastic interactions 

If, as in Section 3f, we resort to the speculated analogy between 

parton distributions within hadrons and hadron distributions in jets, 

than at fixed parton x(Bjorken scaling variable) ti.e SFFL, FFSL models 

predict that <k~> goes up with energy roughly as log s(log log 5 in the 

"Lion in the desert" model) for high s. Since deep inelastic 

2 2 
experiments are performed at fixed x (Q % - sx) we have <kl> 

2 2 

rising for fixed x like log (Q )Clog log (Q )). Scaling violations 

can be parametrised in terms of the ratio of longitudinal to transverse 

photon cross sections 

4(.<pl> * m2 - a) 
R- VT= 2 C3-23) 

(A is some finite binding correction ) . 

2 
At low energies, when <p > does not develope yet, if Q is 

sufficiently hiyh compared to the low <PT> one may have apparent 

scaling. 



At high energies, when <k_> starts increasing with energy in an x 

dependent form, scale breaking effects may show up. Notice that, since 

2 
these are energy effects (s = Q /x) they are more pronounced for low x 

than for high x . Hence for fixed x (not too close to zero or to 

unity): 

2 

- log Q 

fixed x Q 2 

sCQ2)-~> 

(3.24) 

2 
This is obviously, a high energy effect which looks likt a Q 

effect because x is held fixed. 

It may very well happen, though, that the scale breaking effects 

2 
of asymptotically free gauge theories will take over at high Q (in 

2 S such theories R 'v/l/Clog Q ) ) . However, the effects discussed here 

may be part of the observed phenomena. As a qualitative picture our 

scheme certainly agrees with existing data, although further detailed 

quantitative studies are still necessary. 

3h. Large p_ phenomena 

One of the outstanding problems of large p_ events in hadronic 

collisions is the large averse momentum C o u t ) of secondaries on the 

away side, perpendicular to the beam-trigger plane. Typically, in 

order to explain it, one has to assume ' that not only the partons have 

a large <pT> (-v500 MeV), but no do the hadrons in the large p -jet 

(relative to the jet axis). This, obviously, is no problem in models with 
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time-longitudinal momentum correlation such as the SFFL model,where <p„> 

increases with energy and x. In particular, at NAL energies the peak 

of the seagull effect as observed in the conventional jets (forward-

backward) goes up to MiOO MeV. 

4. Concluding Remarks 

In this paper we have shown that the space-time structure of 

particle production processes may have an observable effect on the 

transverse momentum distribution of produced particles. We would like 

to point out a few observations. 

1) It is important to try to mat.;h the models of the space-time 

evolution with momentum space models and check for consistency. 

2) The ir.nre random in time is the production process, the slower is 

the rise of <pT> with energy, and the x-dependence of
 <P T

> disappears. 

3) Even in the cases of strongest time-rapidity correlation (SFFL, 

FFS1.) the r^se of <p_> with energy is rather slow: <p_>«/Iog-s. Hence, 

if energy is not sufficiently high neither the s- nor the x-dependence 

are expected to show up. This is indeed the case with existing e+e~ 

data. 

In lepto-production and hadronic processes the qualitative 

features discussed here seem to show up at relatively low energies 

i 
(s"-20 Ge\T and above). While phase-space effects may be relevant, we 

think that the effects mentioned in sections 3b-c may be important. 

In these two types of processes the observed particle <p_> is not 

measured relative to the jet axis. It is augmented in an x-dependent 

form by the transverse momentum of the fragmenting partons (see 

eqs.3.12-14). 
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4} While in lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron collisions there is a well 

defined line with respect to which transverse momenta are measured 

(projectile line of motion) this is not the case in e+e" annihilation. 

The precise line of motion of the quark and anti-quark is not known. 

The empirical jet analysis usually performed •* determines the jet axis 

with an inherent ambiguity - neutral particles are not detected. This 

ambiguity becomes worse with energy, since the particle multiplicity 

(and hence that of neutrals) increases with energy. One may try to 

2 
overcome this as follows. Denote by <K > the average transverse 

momentum squared of the apparent axis determined in the jet analysis 

relative to the trie axis (which is not known). For a particle with a 

given x we then have: 

2 2 2 2 

<p»> s <P~> + x <KS. 
Relative to apparent axis Relative to true axis 

(4.1) 

2 
Enough ignorance is lumped into <K > (expected to grow with s like 

log s) that renders eq.(4.1) useless. It may be better to study the 

<pT> correlation of back-to-back particles, rather than do the whole 

jet analysis. For two particles, one in each of the two jets, with 

181 
momentum fractions x, and x«, we have 

<PT> 5 <PT U 2 > 

2 relative to 1 2 2 relative to jet 

x2 

2 2 

-f <PTCX :)> 
x, 1 relative to jet 

(4.2) 

which gives direct information about the transverse momentum structure 

of jets. 



5) The SFFL model (slow first, fast last) seems to be in best shape 

both in comparison with experiment (x and s-dependence of <pT> in lepto-

production and hadronic collisions, mass dependence of t-slopes, massive 

lepton pair production) and in matching with other theoretical models 

9) 131 
(covariant parton model for small x , Regge-Mueller for x-*-l ' and 

statistical arguments for finite, large x }. In Fig.4 we show samples 

29) 
of the relevant data J .• Within experimental errors the rise of <p„> 

with s is consistent with being proportional to the square root of the 

mean particle multiplicity. Typically, at s = 20 GeV the average 

charged particle multiplicity' is about 3, and at s 2 400 - about 9, 

hence at fixed x -a change in <p-> by a factor of ^1.7. Thus a change 

in <p_(x=.2)> from 350 ±50 MeV to 450 ±50 MeV (see Fig.4) is of the 

right order of magnitude. 

However, our conclusions should be treated with caution in view of 

the various complications discussed in Sections 3b-c. Moreover, one 

should keep in mind that the seagull effect, to which we compare various 

models may be partially a kinematical effect (finite energy effects, 

301 
decay of resonances into light particles ). However, in view of the 

2 
persistence of the effect starting at low energies (s%20 GeV ) and 

going up to the highest NAL energies we think that a mere kinematical 

energy dependent effect is not sufficient. It should be also emphasized 

that plotting <p_> versus rapidity tends to obliterate the effect 

19) 
because of simple kinematical reasons . 

6) In models with a correlation between the space-time evolution and 

momentum space description of processes the rise of <p_> with energy 

2 
(at fixed x) is a source of apparent Q effects in deep inelastic inter-
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7) Except for x = o and x 2 1, the transverse size of the various 

components of hadronic systems in interaction is expected to shrink* 

at high energies. For example, in the SFFL model, the transverse size 

-h <b> is expected to shrink li?.e (log s) . This is consistent with the 

common statements of asymptotically free gauge theories ' , that 

2 2 -*s 

with increasing Q virtual photons shrink (size ^(log Q ) ), and 

hence see components in hadronic systems that are of this size 

(Clog q2)'ii^(log s)""5 for fixed x). 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1: QCD model for particle production in e*e~ annihilation. 

Insert: Kinematics of n*lst emission step. 

Fig. 2: Qualitative features of <p_> vs. x in the various models 

discussed, a) SFFL, b) FFSL, c) "Lion in the Desert". 

Fig. 3: Model for almost random time ordering of particle 

production along the rapidity axis - "Lion in the Desert" 

Fig. 4: Sample showing seagull effect, a) <p > vs. x for fixed 

s; D) <pT> vs. s for fixed x. Data (Ref.29): 

O - Y M -*n-x 

x - Y'N-'h** 

A - pn -nr"x 

• - pp -m"x 

o - pp -*TT~X 

+ - \)N -*u~lrx 

7.8 <s < 22 GeV ) 

s >100 

s= 22 

s =200 

s =800 

S <s <130 
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